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Abstract. The importance of solving problems arising from text
classification in to-day’s world is undeniable, due to the fact that a
huge amount of textual in-formation of different kinds is generated,
which needs some processing and analysis.
The purpose of the paper is to find the best way to automate the
classi-fication of industrial safety audits on the example of a large
industrial enter-prise. Existing solutions and tools in the field of text
classification problems were investigated. This work was carried out
using the Scikit-Learn library. Based on a sample of 28,000 industrial
safety au-dits, which were evenly divided into 14 classes, several
different methods provided by the library were tested. During the
analysis of the results, the linear method was proposed as the most
accurate and fastest method investi-gated. Although this method
does not provide the full level of reliable classi-fication required from a
practical point of view, the results can noticeably simplify and speed
up staff work.
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Аннотация. Важность решения проблем, возникающих при
классификации текстов, неоспорима в связи с тем, что в современном мире генерируется огромное количество текстовой информации различного рода, которая нуждается в некоторой обработке
и анализе. Целью данной работы является поиск наилучшего способа автоматизации классификации аудитов промышленной безопасности на примере крупного промышленного предприятия. В
ходе исследования были изучены существующие решения и инструменты в области задач классификации текстов. Работа была
выполнена с использованием библиотеки Scikit-Learn. На основе
выборки из 28 тысяч аудитов промышленной безопасности, которые были равномерно разделены на 14 классов, было протестировано несколько различных методов, предоставляемых библиотекой. В ходе анализа результатов линейный метод был предложен
как наиболее точный и быстрый из исследованных. Хотя этот метод не обеспечивает полного уровня надежной классификации,
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требуемого с практической точки зрения, результаты могут заметно упростить и ускорить работу персонала, решающего представленные задачи.
Ключевые слова: машинное обучение, классификация текстов, аудит промышленной безопасности
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Introduction
Machine learning is now widespread in many aspects of human activity.
For example, a computer can recognize images in photos, make medical
diagnoses, solve legal issues, make predictions about the situation in the
stock markets, and this is only a small part of the tasks solved by modern
intelligent systems [1–5]. Many people use such systems, sometimes without
knowing it, for example, when receiving search engine results, encountering
contextual advertising on the Internet, using spam filtering and in many
other situations. Programs, like humans, learn by analyzing data in different
areas. At the same time, each problem requires its own specific set of data
to learn and its own model [6].
The importance of solving the problems of text classification has
increased sharply due to the fact that in the modern world a huge
amount of textual information of different plan (technical, scientific, creative
and other directions) is generated. Classification as a problem is one
of the rapidly developing fields and has wide application horizons in
information processing and data mining. Various architectures, approaches
and algorithms have been proposed in scientific publications, e.g. [7–9].
The task of classifying documents related to industrial safety is no
exception. For example, in [10] a method based on automatic classification
of construction accident messages, which can be useful in developing risk
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management strategies is proposed, in [11] the authors apply classification of
texts based on the use of ontologies and propose an ontology of construction
safety domain and its corresponding knowledge base.
According to our calculations, at the researched enterprise, which is
being automated, a user spends from 10 to 30 seconds to fill in one field of
an industrial safety audit in an electronic document. More than 70 thousand
industrial safety audits can be generated in a year. If the classification
process were to be automated, about 200 to 600 hours of work time could
be saved.
This is the purpose of this study, which is to find the best way to
automate classification of industrial safety audits on the example of one
enterprise for further routing of such documents. In solving this task the
problems of text classification were studied, several different methods of
classification of industrial safety audits were applied, the obtained results
were compared and conclusions about the effectiveness of the considered
methods were drawn.
Methods
Classification refers to machine learning “with a teacher”, which requires
partitioned training data. The classification algorithm has to assign a
document to one of the classes, the list of which is known in advance. As
a process, classification typically proceeds as follows: preprocessing, object
design, dimension decomposition, model selection and model evaluation. In
[12] an overview of each step and a review and comparison of classification
algorithms are provided, while in [13–15] authors discusses methods and
problems associated with different approaches to data mining, including
machine learning-based text analysis.
An important part of text classification is text preprocessing. In [16]
preprocessing of the native language text is defined as bringing the text
into a form that is suitable for further work. That is, the first step is to
obtain a set of texts that are used as the research base.
A total of 28 000 industrial safety audits were downloaded from the
existing database and divided uniformly into 14 classes. By class, we mean
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the “Theme” field of the document. All audit text fields (“Justification”,
“Location”, “Observation”, etc.) were merged into one text field. Thus, the
resulting file represented a table, where the first “theme” column is the
security audit class (topic) and the second “description” column is the
document text fields. The text in the “description” column was stripped
of punctuation marks and numbers, reduced to lower case and each word
written in its initial form. For clarity, Figure 1 shows a word cloud (in
Russian) of the “description” field without preprocessing (left) and with
processing (right), and Figure 2 shows an example of prepared data.

Fig. 1. Word cloud before preprocessing (left) and after processing (right)

The study then used 20% of the data for the test sample and 80% for
the training sample.
Then it is required to represent the document in the form of
some numerical model. Most often, a document is represented as a
multidimensional vector [17]. One simple vectorization method is the “Bag
of words” (BOW) [18].
The accuracy of classification depends on the choice of hyperparameters.
Hyperparameters are often selected using a matching method, although
there are also special functions that allow automating this. Once the
hyperparameters have been selected, the classifier can be started.
After training the classifier on a training sample. The classifier “predicts”
classes for the test sample. This builds an error matrix.
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Fig. 2. Example of prepared data

One of the main evaluations of the quality of the classifier is precision,
which is calculated as the ratio of true positives to total positives. The
second parameter is recall, which is the ratio of true positives to all possible
positives. Another characteristic is the weighted average value of accuracy
and completeness. This is called the F-value. F varies from 0 to 1, where 1
is the best (ideal) value for F.
The Scikit-Learn library for the Python programming language was used
for the study, providing the necessary machine learning algorithms as well as
supporting tools and utilities. It provides a standardised API, which makes
it user-friendly and easy to use. More information about Scikit-Learn can
be found in [19–21].
Vectorization of the texts was done using the CountVectorizer class,
which is based on the BOW model. The result was a matrix that contained
the number of occurrences of each word. The GridSearchCV class was used
for parameter selection – a grid search. The input is a model and various
values of hyperparameters (hyperparameter grid). Then, for each possible
hyperparameter values combination, the method calculates the error and
chooses the combination at which the error is minimal. More details can be
obtained in [22].
Results and Conclusions
The following methods from Scikit-Learn library were chosen for
comparison: MultinomialNB (probabilistic), KNeighborsClassifier (metric),
Random-ForestClassifier (logical), LinearSVC (linear) and MLPClassifier.
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MultinomialNB method represents an implementation of Naive Bayes.
KNeighborsClassifier represents an implementation of the k-nearest
neighbour method. The basic idea is that if some point A is very far from
point B, and B is very close to point C, then A and C are also far away
from each other and there is no need to calculate the distance between
them. The data structure used is in the form of trees. In the current model
the option auto is selected for the algorithm parameter, i.e. the method is
selected automatically; the parameters are set so that the closer neighbours
have more influence.
RandomForestClassifier is an implementation of decision tree method,
while LinearSVC method is based on reference vector method.
In order not to complicate the conclusions presented, the chosen
parameters for the above methods will not be given in detail in this paper.
The MLPClassifier method was run with default parameters due to long
running.
Summary tables were obtained for each of the methods. As an example,
the results obtained for KNeighborsClassifier and LinearSVC methods are
shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.

Fig. 3. Result of applying the KNeighborsClassifier method
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Table
Table of results for the different methods

Method

Learning time, in secs

F

MultinomialNB

0.9

0.63

KNeighborsClassifier

6.9

0.56

RandomForestClassifier

36.6

0.65

LinearSVC

8.9

0.65

MLPClassifier

1573.5

0.58

A summary table with precision, recall and F-value (f1-score) estimates
was also obtained. The data are presented in Table 1. The most important
value for our study is the average F-value for all classes.
It was found that RandomForestClassifier and LinearSVC methods
have the best F-value. Nevertheless, LinearSVC method is faster than
RandomForestClassifier.
In the future, it is planned to conduct additional research related to the
choice of other methods of text vectorization. For example, methods based
on neural networks that convert words into “meaningful vectors” [23], as
well as the use of ensembles of methods [24].
This study investigated the stages of classification and the possibilities
of using automation to classify texts related to industrial safety audits.
A comparison of industrial safety audit classification methods based on
the application of methods and tools provided by the Scikit-Learn library
was performed. During the analysis of the results, it was proposed to use
LinearSVC method as the most accurate and fastest of the investigated
ones.
The LinearSVC method was implemented in a corporate document
analysis system for further testing on real data.
Although this method does not provide the full level of reliable
classification required from a practical point of view, the results of its work
can significantly simplify and speed up the work of company employees
involved in processing of industrial safety audits, which was found as a
result of testing the use of this approach.
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Fig. 4. Result of applying the LinearSVC method
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